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Study: Hwy. 101 in SR among worst
4½-mile stretch of freeway
passing through city is region’s
48th most jammed, panel finds
By DEREK MOORE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Motorists driving south on Highway 101
during the evening commute long have
been accustomed to hitting a wall of red
taillights when they reach the Santa Rosa
city limits.
Starting around Hopper Avenue, the
three-lane highway frequently is jammed at
that hour with commuters, shoppers leav-

Looking north,
traffic moves
south on
Highway 101 at
the downtown
Santa Rosa
exit Monday.
A study found
that in 2014,
motorists spent
the equivalent
of 570 hours
at speeds of
35 mph or less
on the freeway
in Santa Rosa.

ing Coddingtown Mall and others who have
been tending to business in the city’s western additions.
A new study confirms what these folks
already know, which is that the highway
from Hopper to Baker Avenue south of
Highway 12 is one of the most frustrating,
time-sucking experiences along the Bay
Area’s entire network of freeways.
For the second year in a row, the roughly
4½-mile stretch through Santa Rosa ranked
48th on the list of the region’s 50 most congested freeway segments compiled annually by the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission.
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GUERNEVILLE BLAZE » Russian River Health Center staff

holding appointments at mobile clinic, sister sites in wake of fire

Providing for patients

Medical
bills vex
even the
insured
Survey: Non-covered
expenses create financial
hardship for many
By MARGOT SANGER-KATZ
NEW YORK TIMES
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ON-SITE SOLUTION: Russian River Health Center physician assistant Jerry Elliott examines Joseph Parks inside the St. Joseph Mobile Medical Unit in the parking lot of
the Russian River Dental Clinic in Guerneville on Monday. Patients are being treated at the mobile unit in the wake of a Dec. 26 fire that destroyed the health center.
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

W

ith their 30-year-old community clinic destroyed by
an arsonist, medical staff
at the Russian River Health Center
in Guerneville are scrambling to
maintain services to the 3,500 patients who relied on the charred
clinic.
Staff members have set up a mobile medical trailer across the street
from the fire-gutted clinic to serve
patients who cannot drive or find
transportation to Sebastopol, where
they have temporarily claimed
space in two sister clinics.
Eventually, West County Health
Centers wants to rebuild the Third
Street clinic, its flagship facility.

But for now, it is sending patients
to Sebastopol and treating patients
in Guerneville inside a cramped
mobile unit with two exam rooms,
just enough to accommodate the
patients for a single physician.
“We’re definitely feeling the
fatigue of it,” said Jerry Elliott, a
physician assistant who has worked
at the Guerneville clinic for five
years.
“We’re trying to juggle all the
things that need to be done,” Elliott
said earlier this week, standing
across the street from the burned
structure. “You have to triage what
needs to be done today and what
can be left for later.”
A suspected arson fire tore
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RESCUING RESOURCES: Dr. Jared Garrison-Jakel retrieves his books
and other belongings from the fire-damaged Russian River Health
Center in Guerneville on Monday.

Here is the surest way to enjoy
the peace of mind that comes
with having health insurance:
Don’t get sick.
The number of uninsured
Americans has fallen by an estimated 15 million since 2013,
thanks largely to the Affordable
Care Act. But a new survey, the
first detailed study of Americans struggling with medical
bills, shows that insurance often
fails as a safety net. Health plans
often require hundreds or thousands of dollars in out-of-pocket
payments — sums that can create a cascade of financial troubles for the many households
living paycheck to paycheck.
Carrie Cota learned the hard
way that health insurance does
not guarantee financial security. Cota, a 56-year-old travel
agent from Rosamond in Kern
County, learned she had the autoimmune disease lupus in 2007.
She ran up thousands of dollars
in medical and dental bills and
ended up losing her job, and
eventually her house.
“I had to move in temporarily
with my ex-husband,” she said
in a recent interview. “I’m staying with him until I can figure
out what to do.”
In the new poll, conducted by
the New York Times and the Kaiser Family Foundation, roughly
20 percent of people under age
65 with health insurance nonetheless reported having problems paying their medical bills
over the past year. By comparison, 53 percent of people without insurance said the same.
These financial vulnerabilities reflect the high costs of
health care in the United States,
the most expensive place in
the world to get sick. They also
highlight a substantial shift in
the nature of health insurance.
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Carrillo is new supervisors chairman
By ANGELA HART
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Supervisor Efren Carrillo on Tuesday was appointed by his colleagues
on the Board of Supervisors to the
most influential post in Sonoma
County government, taking over as
board chairman for Susan Gorin, who
served in the rotating position for the
past year.
Carrillo, 34, who has served two
terms, laid out his policy goals for the
county in the coming year, but he did
not make clear whether he intends to
enter the race to retain his seat representing west county.

In his first remarks from the dais,
Carrillo sought to bring renewed
attention and funding to several
high-profile county initiatives underway, including construction of
new affordable housing, launch of a
local universal preschool program,
advancing annexation of Roseland
and implementing recommendations
from the Community and Local Law
Enforcement Task Force, set up in the
aftermath of the 2013 shooting death
of 13-year-old Andy Lopez.
“This is an exciting year,” Carrillo
said after taking over the gavel. “It is
humbling to have the trust and support of this board.”

Carrillo’s ongoing silence about his
future in elected county office has been
acknowledged by both his supporters
and detractors, some of whom were in
the audience Tuesday morning.
“We’re paying very close attention
to that race. … It’s going to be the
most high-profile and most highly
contested,” said Daniel Sanchez,
director of government affairs for the
North Bay Association of Realtors,
a business advocacy group that
endorsed Carrillo in 2008 and 2012.
“Whoever takes the seat is going to
determine the balance of power on the
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First of predicted 3 storms
brings 5 inches of rain
to parts of region / A3
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Efren
Carrillo
New chairman of
Sonoma County
supervisors hasn’t
said if he will run
for third term.
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